SPOTLIGHT ON…
MRS. ROBY

Why do you love Woodhall
Primary School?
I have spent much of my
working life at Woodhall and it
feels nice to be part of a family
that always welcomes you back.

Why did you become a teacher?
Being in school as a child
changed my life. It gave me
knowledge, freedom and
experiences I did not get
elsewhere. I wanted to provide
that for other children.

What is your favourite children’s
book and why?
The Lord of the Rings trilogy. It
bought to life creatures that did
not exist but really should do. I
cannot now look at trees
without thinking about whether
they are an Ent or not.
What is your proudest moment
What do you like most about
If you could have a superpower,
since becoming a teacher?
being a teacher?
what would it be?
Being acknowledged by the High I love working with children who
I would use telepathy to alter
Sheriff of Hertfordshire for the
find something really tricky and what people were about to do if
work Woodhall did in creating a seeing them work out what they
they were going to hurt
Nurture Group in the early
need to do.
someone (Including politicians).
2000s which has led to the
effective support that ROWAN
gives today.
What was your favourite subject What is your favourite song and What is your favourite pastime
when you were at primary
why?
and why?
school and why?
Having lived so long it is hard to
I cannot choose one so I will
I loved maths because it just
choose but if I had to it would
write one sentence that
made sense. It also meant I did
be Tears in Heaven by Eric
encompasses them all. Riding
not need to spell anything which
Clapton. Not only is he a
the motor bike to my
I found very difficult.
brilliant guitarist but this was
grandchildren’s house, playing
the song he wrote after his son
silly games and reading them
died and it is very moving and
some of my favourite stories.
honest.

